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Abstract:

Free Flow of Data (FFOD) is considered a starting point in
EU Policies aimed at fostering the Digital Single Market
(DSM). Such policies are a balancing act of stimulating the
free flow of data while protecting data subjects and
national interest. A key challenge is the complex and
evolving nature of data types and constructs. These are
increasingly difficult to regulate through policies designed
to treat data as a static entity. To address emerging
concerns, the data-discussion needs to be reframed to
account for the ways in which data processing models
and algorithms are in fact shaping the data ecosystem.
One-way policy makers can better engage with a dynamic
ecosystem is through so-called data-driven policy
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innovation labs. This position paper argues that Policylabs
are an important instrument to ensure that the policy
making process can keep up with fast paced, ubiquitous
data-driven innovation.
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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Title

DMP

Data Management Plan

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

DPD

Data Protection Directive

API

Application Programming Interface

FFOD

Free Flow of Data

CoE

Council of Europe

DLT

Distributed Ledger Technologies

OOP

Once-Only Principle

SDG

Single Digital Gateway

AI

Artificial Intelligence

ML

Machine Learning

DIH

Data Integration Hub

SME

Small & Medium Enterprises

BDVe

Big Data Value ecosystem

BDVA

Big Data Value Ecosystem Association
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
Free Flow of Data (FFOD) is central to EU Policies aimed at fostering the Digital Single
Market (DSM). These policies perform a balancing act by stimulating free flow of
data while protecting data subjects and national interests. A key challenge is that
complex data constructs blur boundaries between notions of personal and nonpersonal data. The distinction between what is personal and what is not, is a moving
target, exceedingly hard to regulate through policies like the GDPR that treat data as
a static entity. Emerging data processing models and algorithms are not operating in
a static data world, they are in fact shaping it, and in doing so, influence concepts
and perceptions of the personal and the non-personal. To capture this dynamic, the
policy discussion on big data and regulation needs to be reframed. This position
paper investigates the main issues and proposes concrete ways to move to a policy
making process that is more in tune with the fast paced, ubiquitous and deeply
invasive effects of data-driven innovation.
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1. Framing the Free Flow of Data Discussion
Data mobility saves costs for businesses, especially for start-ups and SMEs, and is
vital to many next-generation digital services. Initiatives at EU level such as the Single
Digital Gateway 1 and the OOP 2 are aimed at facilitating this data mobility between
Member States. The Council of the European Union recently agreed on a legislative
proposal from the Commission regarding the free flow of non-personal data3. The
proposal expresses the widely held view amongst member states that in order to
achieve a truly functional and globally competitive Digital Single Market, free flow of
data is essential. The current debate is on stimulating the free flow of non-personal
data. This should be facilitated, while also maintaining a high level of protection of
personal data such as through the GDPR4. One way of doing so it is remove where
possible data localization barriers that restrict cross-border flow of data. Many
countries currently uphold such barriers via regulation and/or practices of nonsharing. The proposed daft regulation aims to lift such barriers among Member
States.
The full impact of these new proposals is difficult to appreciate without asking
fundamental questions on the nature and scope of data and the fading boundaries
between personal data and non-personal data. Entanglement of personal and nonpersonal data as a result of inconsistent or incomplete (legal) definitions or
interpretations may negate the intended beneficial effects of Free Flow of Data
(FFOD) policies.
An apt example could be found in distributed-ledger-technologies (DLT). Applications
of DLT such as Bitcoin and Ethereum confound tried and tested regulatory
definitions of what constitutes a database, a data controller, a data subject and
what is personal data5. Concepts such as DLT and other emerging and evolving datacentric innovations might make certain types of regulation on the free flow of data
unnecessary or obsolete.
A key development in this regard is the model where instead of moving data to
software, software agents and the processed outcomes move to the data6. With the
explosive growth of data-repositories, the speed with which the data can be moved

1

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-256-0_en

2

See f.i. the TOOP project http://www.toop.eu/

3

See http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2017/EN/COM-2017-495-F1-EN-MAIN-PART1.PDF
4

De Hert, P., Papakonstantinou, V., Malgieri, G., Beslay, L., & Sanchez, I. (2017). The right to data
portability in the GDPR: Towards user-centric interoperability of digital services. Computer Law &
Security Review.
5

See Finck, Michèle, Blockchains and Data Protection in the European Union (November 30, 2017).
Max Planck Institute for Innovation & Competition Research Paper No. 18-01. Available at
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3080322 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3080322
6

See f.i. Singh, D., & Reddy, C. K. (2015). A survey on platforms for big data analytics. Journal of Big
Data, 2(1), 8.
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becomes an important limitation for example in AI applications. Whether
information in the form of models, insights and snippets of code should be
considered as data is a complex debate7.
It is quite clear that complex intertwining of objects and people through data
constructs requires a more profound understanding and debate on the nature of
FFOD in an era of Big Data. Recent upheaval over threats (privacy, fake news, data
privatisation, data security) and opportunities that come with a developing datadriven society, underline the need for a more effective (regulatory) framework for
Data in Europe and globally.
A wide array of EU directives, regulations and initiatives already address the data
space. Unfortunately, the speed of data-driven innovation risks to undercut intended
effects of high – level EU regulation that necessarily have a long implementation
cycle. A fresh approach is needed to arrive at more sensible, and more adaptive
data-regulation.
Here we will review fresh starting points to inform the European debate on FFOD,
covering aspects such as data ownership, data lifespan and data-boundaries. The
data and insight gathering approach for this position paper is part of the BDVe8
project. It is centred on the study of current developments in data markets and the
consultation of data driven start-ups and other entrants in order to obtain a bottomup view of emerging data-driven innovations, concepts and definitions.
This position paper investigates the main issues (Section 2 and 3) and proposes
concrete ways to move to a policy making process (Section 4 and 5) that is more in
tune with the fast paced, ubiquitous and deeply invasive effects of data-driven
innovation.

7

This debate is highly likely to run into a similar issue as the discussion in the GDPR on what personal
data is: making the concept too all - encompassing makes it (legally and practically) unusable: making
it too narrow diminishes its (legal) power.
8

Big Data Value ecosystem, see http://big-data-value.eu/
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2. The Meaning of Data
What exactly do we mean by data? One can imagine a stream of 1’s and 0’s traveling
from one physical place to another through some kind of data-tube or hose9. And
indeed, in popular digital-technologies, such metaphors have been used to represent
flows of data- think of the notion the Twitter-hose10, which could be ‘tapped’ via an
API11. The use of such metaphors in popular language also shape notions such as
‘data flows’ thereby influencing the policy debate. However, many data metaphors
are wholly inaccurate in the representation of data-flow. To even arrive at a useful
notion of data-flow from a policy perspective we first need to understand the entity
that is flowing, i.e. the data itself.
Can we define it?
Increased interest in data-driven innovation prompted new attempts in the
academic discourse at defining the notion of data. Floridi 12, states that information
= data plus meaning. It tries to capture data alone, in itself is nothing - it needs
context and a purpose, a meaning, for it to become ‘meaningful’. Kitchin & Dodge13
argue that data in itself is etymologically wrong, and instead explains that what we
are all concerned with should actually be called ‘capta’, a representation of reality
rather than reality itself.
A more accessible explanation and classification of types of data in the context of the
Web and social media stems from Menchen-Trevino. In her 2013 article14, she makes
a distinction between vertical and horizontal data - horizontal data being trace data
that we all, humans or machines, leave behind simply by being and acting digitally transaction data, web-browsing data or messenger metadata, for example. They are
horizontal because they are on a similar level in terms of information-value or
9

See for instance this image, which is overly represented in almost every presentation on data flows
or digital highways etc. https://cdn4.dualshockers.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/digital-tunnelwallpaper1.jpg.
Visual metaphors are extremely effective in shaping ideas on ungraspable concepts within scienceand technology (See McDermott, R. (2000). Why information technology inspired but cannot deliver
knowledge management. In Knowledge and communities (pp. 21-35), or Ruivenkamp, M., & Rip, A.
(2011). Entanglement of imaging and imagining of nanotechnology. Nanoethics, 5(2), 185.). However,
once a concept has become a recognizable image, it can lead to mis-interpretations of that concept
(mainly because the representation becomes the presentation; the fact).
10

See f.i. https://thenextweb.com/dd/2015/04/11/twitter-cuts-off-firehose-resellers-as-it-bringsdata-access-fully-in-house/ on how Twitter closing the data flow (their ‘firehose’) has had an
enormous impact on the data ecosystem, from journalism to third party services dependent on this
hose.
11

API stands for Application Programming Interface, which is a part of a software application that
allows for interfacing with other software applications.
12

See Floridi, L. (2011). The philosophy of information. Oxford University Press.

13

Kitchin, R., & Dodge, M. (2011). Code/space: Software and everyday life. Mit Press.

14

Menchen‐Trevino, E. (2013). Collecting vertical trace data: Big possibilities and big challenges for
multi‐method research. Policy & Internet, 5(3), 328-339.
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explanatory power. Vertical data is the insight- and content-data that move from
superficial trace data to more in-depth content-driven data of a higher explanatory
power. Where horizontal data is similar data on many subjects (be they things or
events or people, e.g. ‘facebook timestamp data’ or ‘politicians’) vertical data refers
to heterogeneous data sources on one subject (e.g. photos, videos and tweets on
‘hurricane Irma’). Data here is classified in terms of its analytical purpose. The value
of this classification is that it leaves room for different sorts of data to enter without
the model of what data is falling apart.
Rogers15 delineates a Web Epistemology, arguing that natively digital objects such as
Tweets or hyperlinks are fundamentally different from the ‘real’ world data that we
have digitized. If one looks at a computer interface, this is immediately clear: we use
a lot of metaphors in our daily digital spaces that nonetheless still adhere to
concepts we know and recognize from the real world (see your digital waste-bin or a
folder or file, for instance). However, Web 2.0 has brought about a range of digitally
- native objects and concepts that do not have a counterpart in the non-digital
world16. Again, this approach talks about data in terms of its context and purpose,
rather than aiming to define it.
In a legal or policy context, the above definitions have limited application; written
law hinges on unambiguous definitions. In search of a precise and unambiguous
definition, let us turn to the dictionary. Merriam-Webster defines data as:
> factual information (such as measurements or statistics) used as a basis for
reasoning, discussion, or calculation
> information output by a sensing device or organ that includes both useful
and irrelevant or redundant information and must be processed to be
meaningful
> information in numerical form that can be digitally transmitted or
processed
Three different conceptualisations of data are provided, where the latter definition
relates most strongly to the computer science perspective on data. The second
definition hints at an important aspect in data driven processes: the fact that
databases in themselves are never clean, neat and complete. Nor are they always
provided with the right metadata and tags about the data, for instance about when
and where it was collected, how and by whom, and if and how many previous
owners or users the dataset has had and so forth.
A regulator’s perspective
In general, the regulatory stance has been to divide data into 2 large categories:
personal and non-personal. The former relates to data that links to a natural person
– the idea being that data needs to be protected in such a way that this data is
treated in such a way, that, unless one has a legal grounds of doing something with
15

Rogers, R. (2009). The end of the virtual: Digital methods (Vol. 339). Amsterdam University Press.

16

Rogers claims this also begs for a new set of research methods that should be natively digital (as
opposed to, for example, an online survey, which is a virtualized method - meaning it existed before
but we ‘copied’ the concept in the digital realm) – see dmi.uva.net
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the data (processing), this data cannot lead to identifying the actual personal, for
instance by being able to single someone out in a database. Footnoting the official
definition here17, the main gist of the regulation is to make sure industries start
being more careful with data they might hold and to become aware that connecting
databases the ‘data cowboy’ way is no longer acceptable within the EU. The GDPR
mainly relies on self-regulation, meaning companies and governments need to figure
out themselves how to do this. There are some guidelines coming out, both from the
EDPS18 and national DPA’s19, but we have a long way to go from guidelines on paper
to ethically sound data practices.
The challenge of defining and scoping the notion of data can be extended to current
debates on meaning and explanation of personal data in the soon to-be-enforced
GDPR. Where legally speaking this regulation is a big step forward in protecting data
subjects, the practicalities of implementing life-cycle data management or
conducting a Data Protection Impact Assessment, might be near impossible in some
contexts.
The GDPR poses challenges of where and how to protect what kind of personal data,
introducing hefty obligations for all companies working with data in the digital single
market, such as the right to correction of data, the right to be forgotten and the
obligation to maintain life cycle data management. The recent initiatives on Free
Flow of Data are aimed at the other types of data, that of non-personal data. This
regulatory initiative an attempt to make it easier to perform analysis on data-related
phenomena EU-wide rather than per national-state or region. Big data and many
data science-methods, emphasize relations between data rather than attributes of
data. This raises the question what this relational data construct entails, how to treat
and classify it. In the case of personal data processing, this might be clear-cut when
we take the ‘digitized’ type of information that Rogers is talking about: name,
address, social security number etc. – such data already existed in a pre-digital era
and could easily be filed as personal data now.
But what to do with digitally native data that is linkable to real persons to make
them identifiable (as the GDPR defines personal data), or instead to a persona
someone has online, or just to an event, or to something else that is natively digital,
yet co-created by a human user? Natively digital data, or mixed data that holds some
attributes in them that could relate to a person would create such a wide variety of
mixed personal/non-personal data that the term personal data loses its precise
meaning. Even more challenging are inferred relational data between such mixed
world entities or data constructs. Is this meta-data purely machine-data thus nonpersonal in this case? And what about reputational data, such as likes and
17

‘Personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data
subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in
particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person; https://gdpr-info.eu/art-4-gdpr/
18
19

https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/our-work-by-type/guidelines_en

See for example Dutch data protection office who has provide
https://www.autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl/onderwerpen/avg-nieuwe-europeseprivacywetgeving/algemene-informatie-avg (in Dutch)

guidelines:
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recommendations? The latter feed into recommendation engines, currently all one
of the main fields of AI where a lot of money and power is concentrated at the
moment20. In a data-driven society, M2M communications, real-time sensor data,
and proxy- or ad-hoc networks make data inherently relational and situational;
analytical models or pieces of software might travel in parts over different networks
to come together at an end-point, or they might ‘live’ for a short while, for example.
Moreover, the regulation of data flows has a legal component, but even more so, it
has a technological component.
In a recent EU level debate on both the GDPR and the FFoD initiative21,
representatives claimed it is very simple: something is personal data if it adheres to
the definition of personal data given in the GDPR – everything else is automatically
non-personal data. However, as argued here and elsewhere22, this definition is far
from clear in the GDPR, and time will tell how the regulatory definition will play out
in the coming years. However, the notion of personal data is not cast in stone. If, in
the regulatory domain, the concept of data needs to be very well - defined to ensure
consistent and equal interpretations and application of policy, then clearly we have
an issue.

3. Regulatory challenges
Fundamental problems
The following simple statements on data are demonstrably true but they pose
fundamental challenges to current and proposed regulation.
1) (Digital) Data is inherently relational (value, but also harm increasingly stems from
combinations of data, personal and non-personal);
2) Data is not static (it is not in one place at all time);
3) Digital Data in the strict sense cannot be owned (because zero’s and one’s in
themselves hold no value);
4) Data in the broader sense, seen from an ecosystem approach holds enormous
social and economic value and power thus should be well - considered as a resource
to somehow regulate and protect23.
The EU data policy framework is based on a number of starting points that are in
conflict with the above. Here we review some of the main assumptions underlying
current EU data policies.

20

See f.i https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/feb/02/how-youtubes-algorithm-distortstruth and https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/31/data-laws-corporate-americacapitalism.
21

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIcu3jghCY0

22

Hon, W. K., Millard, C., & Walden, I. (2011). The problem of ‘personal data’ in cloud computing:
what information is regulated?—the cloud of unknowing. International Data Privacy Law, 1(4), 21123

This point is made by Purtova (2015), See Purtova, N. (2015). The illusion of personal data as no
one's property. Law, Innovation and Technology, 7(1), 83-111.
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1) Data can be classified.
Data mobility saves costs for businesses, especially for start-ups and SMEs, and is
vital to many next-generation digital services 24. Initiatives at EU level such as the
Single Digital Gateway 25 and the OOP 26 are aimed at facilitating this data mobility
between Member States.
The free flow of information is subject to a set of direct and indirect regulatory
interventions in Europe that are aimed at facilitating the Digital Single Market. The
EU have proposed new regulations to remove unjustified data location restrictions
with proposals on a wide range of issues that include for example geo-blocking,
copyright reform, consumer law harmonisation for online commerce, intermediary
liability, European works quotas for online services, and platform regulation. Most of
these proposals are in preparation, while some are in the process of being
implemented by Member States. In a recently concluded mid-term review on the
implementation of the Digital Single Market, the Commission has taken stock of
progress on FFOD27.
Some proposals suggest access to data should be the 5th freedom (after the
freedom of goods, services, persons and capital)28. But, if data would be discernible
and physical, it would fall under the category of goods. If data had intrinsic value like
capital, it would already roam free across Member States. Data is also not ‘human’,
nor can it be called a service. In other words, data needs to be a non-human, nonphysical and non-capital, but also not a service in order to ‘earn’ a separate status in
the list of EU-freedoms.
The future of data-driven innovation is unfathomable, but the current trends are a
growing importance of AI and data analytics to extract value from big data, and the
mixing of data with physical objects, both as sensors and as actuators and eventually
as autonomously operating objects. From self-driving cars to home assistants, the
interfaces with smart things and environments around us will be natural and
intuitive, less mechanical29. These smart constellations will run on data being
captured, processed and sent around. One could argue thus, that with everincreasing digitization in society, data is foundational to all of the existing four
freedoms.
With regard to FFOD, personal data is considered most need of protection; other
types of data such as financial data, sensor data or transactional data are considered
less sensitive under any FFOD regime. Unfortunately, classifications of personal and

24

idem, p1

25

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-256-0_en

26

See f.i. the TOOP project http://www.toop.eu/

27

The focus is now on obtaining political agreement with the European Parliament and the European
Council on all proposals to finalize key legislation – the goal is complete the strategy by 2018.
28

https://e-estonia.com/free-movement-of-data-as-the-5th-fundamental-freedom-of-the-europeanunion/
29

Designers have dubbed “natural user interfaces” as a next step from code-based interfaces to
graphical-and tangible user-computer interfaces. See f.i. Wigdor, D., & Wixon, D. (2011). Brave NUI
world: designing natural user interfaces for touch and gesture. Elsevier.
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non- personal data overlap with classifications like financial and transactional.30
Depending on the application, all data could potentially fall under the header of
personal data as datasets become increasingly interlinked. Kerr31 showed that a
collection of semi-or non-personal data could be used to target a single natural
person. The risk of trying to protect everything is to lose what truly needs protection
in an amalgam of definitions and data types that maybe should not be seen as
‘personal’.
An important distinction made with regard to personal data is that between ‘normal’
personal data and sensitive personal data. The GDPR provide some examples but it
misses definitions that apply in a digital world. Medical data is labelled as sensitive,
as it was in the pre- digital era, however, the new affordances of much more potent
digital medical data are not considered. Rogers32 and other scholars in the field of
Digital Humanities argue data concepts from the physical world translated into
‘computer context’, miss out entirely on digitally native data and uses.
If data and its value are inherently relational, then the focus ought to be on the
relations created (by data controllers and others) in new data constructs. Do these
new relations cause novel types of harm; do they encroach on the personal space?
2) The free flow of data is beneficial for everyone.
Data ownership is another key concept underlying many data policy proposals. But,
just as the authors of this paper do not own the individual letters that make up this
sentence, it is hard to assign ownership to data in the strict sense, on the level of
one’s and zero’s, to a certain person. Even the signs and languages used to mangle
and manipulate raw data33, and on which most of our systems are running, are
considered a non-proprietary, public resource. This can be compared to, for
instance, math as considered being public good, a language. One might own the
carrier or storage device of the data, or the machine that created or interprets the
data – but not the digitized data.
A selfie can be seen as personal data, yet it is not one thing it itself: there is the
content in what the image represents, (a face) that might be recognizable by a
human or machine examining the image. The image itself is a set of instructions that
organize a set of pixels on a screen. Moreover, this data file also holds extra
information about the context of this image (when and where it was taken etc.). This
so-called metadata is also part of the data file. A data file of one single tweet, for

See Purtova, N. (2012). Property rights in personal data: A European perspective; Fuster, G. G.
(2014). The emergence of personal data protection as a fundamental right of the EU (Vol. 16).
Springer Science & Business; Koops, B. J. (2014). The trouble with European data protection
law. International Data Privacy Law, 4(4), 250-261.
31
Although developed and applied mainly in a US context, the idea applies in the EU as well – the
mosaic theory states that with the combination of many piece of non-personal or anonymized data,
and individual can still be re-identified. See Kerr, O. S. (2012). The mosaic theory of the fourth
amendment. Mich. L. Rev., 111, 311.
30

32

Rogers, R. (2009). The end of the virtual: Digital methods (Vol. 339). Amsterdam University Press.

33

Although indeed raw data is sort-of an oxymoron, see Bowker, G. C., Brine, K. R., Garvey, E. G.,
Gitelman, L., Jackson, S. J., Jackson, V., ... & Rosenberg, D. (2013). " Raw Data" Is an Oxymoron.
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example, contains dozens of variables and metadata that each in itself might say
something about what the tweet represents.
There are many layers of data and software that interpret data. Not all operate in a
similar playing field, and different sets of software and interpretation architectures
represent different parts of the data economy. This is not trivial, as commercial,
large players quarrel over these different layers (such as Operating System or
underlying engines or API’s34). Currently, the arrows seem to point at software- and
IoT35 platforms as the place to conquer36.
Besides the operating systems on our computers and phones we are witnessing the
rise of home-operating systems and connected gadgets such as smart toys or healthmonitoring wearables. Data from such devices becomes highly valuable when
profiles and habits can be connected, potentially leading to more intelligent insights
and recommendations: ideally all such data would be connected via one platform.
Apart from the evasiveness of such systems37, regulators in Europe are worried
about the winner-takes-all- mentality of current large players who are aiming to
become the new platform for all data. The presence and influence of such large
(social) media platforms permeates almost all aspects of everyday life, from the
home and the workplace to mobility and healthcare, thereby also crossing cultural
geographical and legal borders. A network of (f) actors such as industry agreements,
software standards, dominating user platforms and devices and availability of
infrastructure, together determine what data can flow where. The usability and
interpretation of such data by its end-users in turn is a driving force for the success
or failure of a platform or a data type. How free can the data that flows over a single
platform be?
Allowing unfettered access and sharing of (seemingly) non-personal and public data
such as traffic flows38, or the amount of robberies in a neighbourhood39 will require
serious thought. Our collective non-personal data can inform a system which
influences our surrounds in profound ways without leaving a trace. Free Flowing
Data can feed AI systems that are proprietary and legally locked up in an outside
jurisdiction. These are key concerns of a FFOD regime lacking regulation based on
deep understanding of data in a digital era.

34

See the recent large case on Oracle vs Google: http://www.businessinsider.com/google-vs-oracleopen-source-2016-5?international=true&r=US&IR=T
35

Internet of Things

See for example Alstyne, M. V. (2016). How platform businesses are transforming
strategy. Harvard Bus Rev.
37
For a recent debate on legal protection of the home in connection to such smart devices, see Van
Dongen, L., & Timan, T. (2017). Your Smart Coffee Machine Knows What You Did Last Summer: A
Legal Analysis of the Limitations of Traditional Privacy of the Home Under Dutch Law in the Era of
Smart Technology.
36

38

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/technology/2011/04/tom-tom-gps-tracking.html

39

See for instance https://maps.nyc.gov/crime/
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3) Self-regulation
Refocusing on the current set of regulations and proposals, one approach comes to
the fore. The emphasis of the legislator is on data applications and uses – not on
uncovering and define what data is. The idea behind this might be to develop futureproof legislation in a world in which the role and meaning of data might alter rapidly
(then again so might data actors, roles and responsibilities).
If we go beyond the division in the GDPR between personal and non-personal data,
and look into roles and responsibilities defined based on what can be done with the
data there are some also some concerns. The GDRP and the preceding DPD40 made a
separation between a data controller, a data processor and a data subject. In a
digital, data-driven society, such role divisions risk to becoming meaningless – one
can be a data processor, controller and subject at the same time. Legal divisions of
roles and responsibilities are still based on old notions and assumptions on what
data is and how it behaves. Connected to these roles are responsibilities of selfregulation. Industry is encouraged to come up with ways to protect personal data
and to do responsible data analytics. Via industry standards and certification
mechanisms, some level of self-regulation does occur, yet sometimes, internally
developed forms of self-regulation are simply not good enough41. This is for instance
due to the uni-disciplinary (and often technical or techno-legal) approach to selfregulation, and/or because public values are not necessarily in the interest of social
media platforms.
Moreover, even if companies intend to ‘do’ responsible data analytics and AI, a
difficulty is that at the moment, there are very little tools out there to help
companies or organisations in this call for self-regulation. Tools do exist that help in
anonymisation or pseudonymisation of datasets, but when it comes to cooperating
with data in between companies or governments, or when it comes to organisational
measures to actually do ethical data analytics for instance, much ground remains to
be covered.
In section 4, we propose some ways forward to get a better grip on data-driven
innovation as a regulator or policymaker.

40

Data Protection Directive, see http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML
41

'See f.i. Revealed: Facebook's internal rulebook on sex, terrorism and violence', The
Guardian (London, 21 May 2017). https://www. theguardian. com/news/2017/may/21/revealedfacebook-internal-rulebook- sex-terrorism-violence.
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4. A fresh approach and the need for
Policy Innovation
At the end of 2017, the EU Consultation on the Data Economy 42 collected views and
proposals from industry and governments in relation to the flow of non-personal
data within the EU. Many respondents emphasized that with the coming of a new ePrivacy Directive, the GDPR and further initiatives such as the Single Digital Gateway
(SGD)43, the agenda of reform is getting overcrowded. The consultation shows that
there is confusion over the scope of application of the various new directives and
draft proposals. While further regulation may be warranted, for example to deal
with disruptive data centric innovations like DLT, business is getting weary. The
prospect of another round of heavy - handed proposals and the uncertainty that it
brings is not looked at favourably. With the 28th of May – the day the GDPR enters
into force in all European Member states - fast approaching, the new legislation
already has both companies and governments worried. For SMEs and start-ups in
particular, the complexity of its implementation makes it a daunting task. Even
where legal council is available, lack of expertise on data sharing and analytics in
relation to privacy and data protection prevents a smooth implementation. The
result may be a wait and see approach, a risky approach given the considerable fines
on non-compliance.
The GDPR has been years in the making and although there are obvious merits in the
legislation with regards to improving and harmonising the protection of personal
data, we can already see the limitations of its application even before it enters into
force. New proposals on the Free Flow of non-personal data, for example, reveal a
clear tension with the GDPR as discussed in the previous sections.
The profound impact of a transition to a data-driven society necessitates a deeper
understanding of the complex make-up of the data ecosystem than is evident from
current policy proposals. Unfortunately, there is little time for extensive study and
debate with the need to address important issues such as fake news or cryptocurrencies that are clearly products of the data society.
While Data-driven innovation is accelerating, policy innovation is lagging behind. To
advance the policy process and ensuring that it resonates with developments on the
‘ground’, policymakers need to be more closely involved in key data innovations.
Many authors from a variety of backgrounds agree that a more adaptive and
embedded approach to regulation is required as they call for digital policy innovation
and experimentation.44

42

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/public-consultation-building-european-dataeconomy
43

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-256-0_en

44

See Floridi, The Online Manifesto. https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-3-31904093-6.pdf
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Responsible Innovation
A widely known approach to responsible innovation in ICTs is Value Sensitive Design
(VSD).45 At EU level a complete framework was developed to stimulate responsible
research and innovation (RRI).46 Alternative approaches also include Design Thinking,
Value-driven Design. More recently the Commission started investigating Mission
Driven Innovation47 as a possible guiding principles in FP9. All such approaches aim
to a) have a more inclusive and multi-disciplinary approach to the design and
development of novel (ICT) technologies and b) advocate holistic, experimental and
interventionist methods to do so. The reason for doing so is to learn from –and
adapt – the way in which technology design and innovation works.
So - called Privacy-by-Design approaches are inspired on VSD. The GDPR requires
developers of data services to incorporate them into their organisations - thereby
running the risk of oversimplifying and ‘hardcoding48 social values such as privacy.
Developing regulatory tools that align in a more flexible way with evolving technical
standards while being open for legal interpretation and learning remains a serious
policy innovation challenge. The main drawback of frameworks such as VSD and RRI
is the lack of practical application.
In that light, a very practical, real place and avenue to implement more embedded
policymaking is that of APIs49. API’s are software interfaces that control the
connections between data-driven services and software platforms. Think for
instance of third-party services making use of the Twitter-dataset (the so-called
“firehose”). Twitter’s API50 determines where, how and when which third party gets
access to its data stream. The rules and agreements are arranged in the API. They
play an increasingly important role in controlling data flows through rights-and
access management that is build-in to pieces of software or software platforms. APIs
can be adjusted and customised: they could serve as a contract between two parties.
APIs are just one example of a ‘control nodes’ in the digital economy that could be
exploited in innovative regulation. The EU for instance could disallow the sharing of
certain types of data of a social media platform when data was generated within the
EU and it could do so by regulating APIs. Engaging and experimenting with new datainterfacing technologies is unavoidable for policymakers in the Digital Single Market.
Policy Innovation and Experimentation
45

See http://www.vsdesign.org/publications/pdf/non-scan-vsd-and-information-systems.pdf

46

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-researchinnovation
47

See for instance https://ssir.org/articles/entry/mission_driven_business

48

See Koops & Leenes on why hardcoding soft values such as privacy sounds appealing, but is actually
a very dangerous idea from a social-and legal point of view (because the leeway for debate and
interpretation gets lost).
49

Application Programming Interfaces. APIs were discussed as a potential regulatory instrument at a
recent workshop: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/workshop-data-access-andtransfer-focus-apis-and-industrial-data-platforms https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/workshop-data-access-and-transfer-focus-apis-and-industrial-data-platforms
50

See https://twitter.com/twitterAPI
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The potential added value that data-driven innovation can have on all aspects of life
within the EU (new services and products, better public services, increased Member
States harmonisation, etc.) is hardly contested. There is an opportunity to reinvent
policymaking and renew its legitimacy for a digital age by adopting a more datadriven approach to policy-making itself. Unfortunately, current practice is still stuck
in the analogue world.
In response to the need for policy innovation, experimentation and co-creation, a
wave of Policy Lab initiatives have emerged across Europe in recent years.51 Policy
Labs can be broadly defined as “experimental environments in which stakeholders
collaborate to develop and test policy”.52 Veenstra et al (2007) propose a data-driven
Policy Lab approach (figure 1 below).
Monitoring,
impact
assessment

Forsighting,
early warning

Evaluation &
Implemenation

Predictive &
Problem definition

Design &
Experimentation

Modelling, simulation

Figure 1. Data driven policy labs.
The model brings together digital and data-driven techniques and technologies such
as big data analytics, AI and blockchain, with traditional statistical and econometric
methods and co-creation approaches. The current policy maker toolbox is still largely
focused on a paper based world and the multi-year cycle. Using modern data science
tools and agile methods, policymakers and regulators could observe and intervene in
a more timely, adaptive and effectively, in an emerging, fast evolving data
ecosystem.
Policylabs are but one avenue of aiming to let policymakers and regulators engage
with novel data-driven technologies and multi-disciplinary methods and approaches
are slowly but surely entering the policy circles, with aim to alter policy cycles.

51

For general information on Policylabs in Europe see for example
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC102665/final%20report%20w%20identi
fiers.pdf
52

van Veenstra, A. F., & Kotterink, B. (2017). Data-Driven Policy Making: The Policy Lab Approach.
In International Conference on Electronic Participation (pp. 100-111). Springer, Cham.
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5. Conclusions and action plan
If we are to summarize the challenges posed to the regulatory assumptions present
in many regulatory proposals within the framework conditions, the following 5
points of attention emerge:
1) Regulation and legislation needs to develop a deeper understanding of what data
is and what data does. Where the first might proof challenging, not engaging leads
to disconnected legislation and a mismatch between legal process and a real world
that is increasingly digital.
2) Where initiatives such as the FFOD are a step forward on setting the parameters
for a DSM to flourish, introducing too many conflicting legislative initiatives leads to
confusion.
3) The worry / focus should not only be on the data itself, but also on analytical
models, algorithms, AI and the sharing of methods and modes of working with data.
The latter category might be more difficult to regulate, but might also proof far more
harmful in the near future.
4) Where both the GDPR and the FFOD lean strongly on self-regulation, there are
opportunities to be found in regulating through technology, also from a legislators’
perspective. This would demand a huge culture shift and a far stronger engagement
with developments in the data ecosystem.
5) Emphasis on experimental, explorative and open design approaches to develop
meaningful regulation regarding data-driven innovation. Not because the notorious
‘slower’ pace of legislative progress versus technological progress is necessarily a
problem, rather to try and develop new ways to explore how and where regulation
and interventions in the European data ecosystem are needed.
Recommendations for Action
(1) Speed up policy innovation to protect and promote basic values in a data-driven
world.
In order to stay ahead of the game, the policy-cycle needs to learn faster from the
sector, space or phenomenon it tries to regulate. Shortening the policy-cycle can be
done by having access to more and better data to base policy decisions and
directions on. Making use of more heterogeneous data and hybrid data models and
methods stemming for data science, policy can be informed and evaluated much
faster and more fine-grained than in the current ways of working.
(2) Concrete plans to promote policy innovation around Europe.
In order to do so, we need not only to develop data-4-policy type of methods but
also such these methods needs to be spread among relevant policymakers – and
places. Data-driven policy making approaches such as Policy Innovation
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Experimentation (spaces)53, Policylabs or de Digital Innovation Hubs54 are promising
new avenues. All these approach demand a new way of working, which would ideally
start from small-scale projects or initiatives on a local or regional level to then distil
lessons learned and scale up. Sharing data on all sorts of policy issues can lead to
aggregate insights and novel questions for policymakers. Such scaling up can be
done via offering of a shared platform for policy-data, for example. Some first steps
would be to:
-

Collect current existing initiatives in Europe where data-driven methods are
used to inform –and make policy
Develop first hybrid models of what kinds of datasets seem promising for
certain policy questions
Develop and offer a tools and workshops on how to use data for policy in a
safe and meaningful way.

(3) Promote and validate the concept of data-driven policymaking for example by
integrating it in the EU and H2020 Digital Innovation Hub (DIH) programme.
Via whitepapers, blogs, collaborative research – and industry projects and academic
articles, the idea and results of first cases and methods of utilizing data (science) for
policymaking could be spread. This leads to a wider discussion on the benefits and
risks of data science for policy and a refined and more spread update of the idea. In
parallel a range of concrete experiments could be launched as part of DIHs to
validate the core concept in an operational setting.

53

See f.i. https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus/actions/key-action-3-support-for-policyreform/erasmus-plus-key-action-3-european-policy-experimentations/erasmus-plus-key-action-3european-policy-experimentations_en
54

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-innovation-hubs
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